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A Hierarchical Inertial Control Scheme for Multiple
Wind Farms with BESSs Based on ADMM

Weiyu Bao, Student Member, IEEE, Qiuwei Wu, Senior Member, IEEE, Lei Ding, Member, IEEE,
Sheng Huang, Vladimir Terzija, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Wind farms (WFs) can provide inertial response
to power systems through synthetic inertial control. In large
scale power systems with high penetration level of wind power,
WFs are located in different areas with different wind speed
conditions, and it is necessary to coordinate them during inertial
control. This paper proposes a hierarchical inertial control (HIC)
scheme consisting of a WF level coordination and a wind turbine
(WT)/battery energy storage system (BESS) level coordination
in active power outputs during inertial control process, in
order to improve the system frequency response and reduce the
operational cost of each WF. First, the optimal active power
references of multiple WFs during inertial control are determined
to improve the frequency nadir of the system. Second, the active
power references of the WTs/BESS of each WF is optimized to
avoid over-deceleration of the WTs’ rotor, and minimize the wind
energy loss and degradation cost of the BESS. The optimization
is achieved by developing a model predictive control (MPC)
problem and solving it using the alternating direction method
of multipliers (ADMM) to improve the computation efficiency.
Simulations on 5 WFs integrated into IEEE 39-bus system were
conducted to validate the proposed HIC scheme.

Index Terms—hierarchical control, inertial control, wind farm
(WF), system frequency response

I. INTRODUCTION

W IND power is regarded as one of the most promising
renewable energy resources (RESs) and it has been

growing significantly in recent years. With large scale integra-
tion of wind power into the power system, conventional fossil
fuel-based power plants are being gradually replaced by wind
farms (WFs). Since the rotational speed of the inverter-based
wind turbines (WTs) is decoupled from the system frequency,
WTs do not inherently contribute to system inertia, which is
mostly provided by conventional power plants. Therefore, high
penetration of wind power results in a low-inertia power sys-
tem, and introduces more challenges to the system frequency
stability [1]. To cope with the problem of decreasing system
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inertia, it is necessary for WFs to provide inertial response
during frequency disturbances.

In order to provide inertial response, inertial control of WTs
was proposed [2], and a large number of studies have been
conducted to investigate its influence on system dynamics and
improve its control performance [3]- [9]. The basic concept
of inertial control is to increase the active power output of
the WT temporarily and release the kinetic energy stored in
the rotating mass of the WT after frequency disturbances, in
order to support the system frequency recovery. Owing to
the instant response of active power control of the WTs and
the considerable available kinetic energy stored in the WT’s
rotating mass, inertial control can significantly improve the
system frequency stability by reducing the rate of change
of frequency (RoCoF) and mitigating frequency deviations
after disturbances. In [3], the effects of inertial control with
different control parameters on the frequency response of
autonomous island systems were investigated. It was con-
cluded that enhancing the inertial response of WTs has a
significant positive effect on the system operation. To improve
control performance, variable gains for inertial control has
been studied in the literature. In [4] and [5], the gains of inertia
control were set to be proportional to the WT’s releasable
kinetic energy in order to ensure stable operation of the WT.
Moreover, inertial control with a variable gain depending on
the RoCoF was proposed in [6] and [7] and it can improve the
system frequency nadir after the disturbance. As another form
of inertial control, stepwise inertial control rapidly increases
the active power output of the WT by a constant value when
detecting an event. Stepwise inertial control was studied in [8]
and [9] by proposing incremental power references varying
with WT’s rotor speed and wind power penetration level.
The proposed approach provides a promising solution for the
inertial control of WTs in a power system with high wind
power penetration.

Despite its contribution to the system frequency stability, the
application of the inertial control also raises some problems.

1. Over-deceleration of the rotor speed. After the inertial
control is activated, the rotor speed of the WT will decrease
as a result of releasing kinetic energy to the power system. If
the rotor speed decelerates to its minimum limit, the inertial
control of the WT will be terminated by decreasing its active
power output to restore the rotor speed. This termination
will cause a severe secondary frequency drop [10] to the
power system. In this regard, it is necessary to prevent the
over-deceleration of the rotor speed of the WTs, in order
to guarantee that the inertial control will not be terminated
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too early during the system frequency recovery. Accordingly,
the secondary frequency drop caused by the termination of
the inertial control can be reduced. Since the dynamic of
the rotor speed is closely associated with the active power
outputs of the WTs, studies have been conducted to prevent the
over-deceleration of the rotor speed by modifying the active
power control loop of the WTs or introducing new methods to
control active power outputs of the WTs during inertial control.
For example, the concept of “active rotor speed protection”
was proposed in [11] to adjust the active power outputs of
the WTs dynamically during the inertial control to mitigate
the deceleration of the WTs’ rotor speed. An extended state
observer (ESO)-based inertial control for WTs was proposed in
[12] to prevent the rotor speed from an extensive decrease. For
the same purpose, optimization-based inertial control schemes
[13], [14] or intelligent learning-based inertial control system
for WTs [15] were designed.

2. Increasing operation cost of the WF. During the inertial
control process, due to the deceleration of the rotor, the WTs
have to deviate from the maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) operating point, which means that the captured wind
energy will be reduced. The loss of captured wind energy
would not be a problem when the capacity of the WF is low.
However, for a large-scale WF with high capacity, the annual
wind energy loss caused by inertial control is not negligible
and it can raise the operation cost of the WF. Previous studies
have shown that the loss of captured wind energy can be
mitigated by adopting variable control parameters according
to wind speed [16], [17] or optimization algorithms [18], [19].
However, the above approaches may also have a negative effect
on the system frequency recovery.

In recent years, battery energy storage systems (BESSs)
have been widely applied in WFs due to flexible charging and
discharging characteristics [20], and BESS can help improve
the performance of inertial control [10], [21], [22]. However,
due to the high cost associated with the investment and
maintenance of the BESS, participation of BESS to inertial
control may also lead to an increasing operation cost of the
WF.

Therefore, considering the wind energy loss and degradation
cost of the BESS, the increasing operation cost of the WF
during inertial control still remains as a challenging problem.

3. lack of coordination among multiple WFs. In the
existing studies, most of the inertial control strategies are cen-
tralized control which only focuses on WTs providing inertial
response independently based on local frequency measured at
the point of common coupling (PCC) of the WF. However,
at the onset of the frequency event, the RoCoF might be
different at different buses in the power system. Hence, a
locally implemented centralized inertial control strategy might
not yield an optimal result [23]. On the other hand, in power
systems with a high penetration level of wind power, with the
growth of the number and scale of the WFs, WFs may cover
extended areas of hundreds of square miles, and the WFs will
be located in different areas with different wind speed condi-
tions [24]. If the WFs provide inertial response after detecting
frequency disturbances without any coordination, it is possible
that they release excessive or insufficient kinetic energy to the

power system. It results in worse system frequency excursions.
Therefore, coordination among WFs during inertial control is
necessary to improve system frequency response and realize
the optimal operation of WFs. A few recent studies have
proposed coordination schemes of WTs in a single WF during
inertial control [18], [25]- [27]. However, it is challenging to
extend these schemes to coordinate multiple WFs because of
the computation burden and communication delay. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, how to coordinate multiple WFs in
a power system during inertial control has not been studied.
Therefore, a comprehensive inertial control scheme focusing
on coordination of both WFs and WTs is required.

Therefore, this paper proposes a hierarchical inertial con-
trol (HIC) scheme for multiple WFs consisting of BESSs.
The HIC scheme includes a WF level coordination and a
WT/BESS level coordination in active power outputs during
the inertial control process. The WF level coordination aims
to improve the system frequency nadirs after disturbances,
and it is achieved by optimally determining different active
power references for the WFs considering their operating
conditions. The WT/BESS level coordination is to mitigate
the over-deceleration of the WTs’ rotor speed and reduce the
operational cost of the WF, which is realized by formulating a
model predictive control (MPC)-based optimization problem
and solving it in a distributed manner using the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) algorithm. The
main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• A hierarchical inertial control structure is designed to

coordinate active power outputs of multiple WFs and
WTs/BESSs at two levels with different objectives after
disturbances.

• Based on the prediction of the system frequency nadirs af-
ter disturbances, two linear programming (LP) problems
are formulated to optimally determine the active power
outputs of the WFs and improve the frequency nadirs.

• An MPC-based optimization problem is formulated to
determine the active power outputs of the WTs/BESS
with the objective of mitigating the over-deceleration
of the WTs’ rotor speed and minimizing the operation
cost of the WF. ADMM algorithm is used to solve
the optimization problem to improve the computation
efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the control structure of the HIC scheme is presented. In
Section III, the coordination for WFs is proposed. In Section
IV, an MPC-based optimization problem is formulated to
achieve the coordination of the WTs/BESS and it is solved
using the ADMM-based distributed solution method. The
simulation results are presented in Section V, followed by the
conclusions.

II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The structure of the proposed HIC scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 1. For the WF level coordination, after detecting frequency
disturbance, the initial RoCoF is measured by the WFs at the
PCCs and then sent to a central agent named “WFC Operator”.
At the same time, the operating conditions of the WFs are also
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Fig. 1. Overview of HIC scheme.
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Fig. 2. System frequency response with HIC scheme.

sent to the WFC Operator. After receiving the information
from the WFs, the WFC Operator estimates the magnitude of
the disturbance, and then predicts the system frequency nadirs
during inertial control process with the estimated disturbance
magnitude. Afterwards, based on the prediction of the system
frequency nadirs, the references for the active power outputs
of the WFs can be optimally determined by solving two
LP problems with the objective of minimizing the frequency
excursions at the nadirs. The LP problems can be solved within
several milliseconds. The active power reference of the ith WF
is denoted as ∆PWFi

ref .
For the WT/BESS level coordination, in the ith WF, after

receiving the ∆PWFi
ref from the WFC Operator, the active

power references of the WTs and the BESS can be determined
and then sent to the WTs/BESS by the central agent of the
WF, which is named “WF controller”. This determination
is achieved by solving an MPC-based optimization problem
during each control period. The objective is to minimize
over-deceleration of the WTs’ rotor speed, wind energy loss
and degradation cost of the BESS. Meanwhile, the ∆PWFi

ref

received from the WFC Operator is satisfied as an equal-
ity constraint of the optimization problem. To reduce the
computation burden of the WF controller, this optimization
problem is solved in a distributed manner using the ADMM
algorithm. For each control period, the WF controller solves an
unconstrained problem and each local agent at the WT/BESS
solves a local small-scale constrained problem based on the
WT/BESS’s local operating condition and the iteration infor-
mation from the WF controller. The total computation time
of the WF and WT/BESS controllers is less than the control
period so that the coordination is suitable for the online
calculation. The active power reference of the jth WT in the
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of WF level active power output coordination.

ith WF is denoted as ∆PWFi
ref,j , and the active power reference

of the BESS in the the ith WF is denoted as ∆PWFi
ref,BESS.

With the proposed HIC scheme, the system frequency
response after a disturbance is shown in Fig. 2. Before
the disturbance, the system frequency is in the steady state
corresponding to the nominal frequency value (i.e., 60Hz in
the U.S. power system). At time t0, a disturbance happens
and causes a decline of the system frequency. In a short time
period, the WF level coordination is implemented. Then the
inertial control of the WTs is activated by entering the over-
production stage, in which the WT/BESS level coordination
is achieved by coordinating the active power outputs of the
WTs/BESS. The system frequency nadir is at time tn1 and
then the frequency starts increasing. At time toff , the inertial
control is terminated, and the WTs enters the recovery stage
by decreasing the active power output to recover the rotor
speed, which causes another system frequency drop. After the
recovery stage, the WTs’ operating points return to the MPPT
points and the system frequency reaches a new steady state.

III. WF LEVEL ACTIVE POWER OUTPUT COORDINATION

The WF level coordination for active power outputs aims
to improve the frequency nadir after the system disturbance.
Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the WF level active power
output coordination. After detecting the frequency disturbance,
each WF controller sends the initial RoCoF and the operating
condition of the WF to the WFC Operator. Then the WFC
Operator estimates the magnitude of the disturbance and
predicts the system frequency nadirs. The optimal incremental
power of the WFs will then be determined and sent to each
WF controller. Afterwards, the inertial control of each WF
will be activated and the WT/BESS level coordination will
be implemented. Details of the WF level active power output
coordination are described as follows.

A. Estimation of Disturbance Magnitude
After the WFs detect frequency excursions at their PCCs,

the initial system RoCoF, which is necessary for estimating
the disturbance magnitude, should be estimated first.

For the ith WF, the initial RoCoF at the PCC (df/dt)WFi

can be approximated as,(
df

dt

)WFi

=

(
∆f

∆t

)WFi

, ∀i ∈ NF (1)
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where ∆f is the frequency deviation measured at the PCC of
the WF at the period of time ∆t after the disturbance, and NF

is the number of WFs. It was mentioned in [23] that a larger ∆t
contributes to more accurate estimation of the system RoCoF.
On the other hand, a larger ∆t also leads to more delayed
activation of the inertial control. In this paper, ∆t is set as
300 ms in order to strike a balance between the accuracy of
system RoCoF estimation and the speed of the inertial control
activation.

The initial system RoCoF can be estimated as the average
value of the initial RoCoF at the PCCs the WFs, i.e.,

df

dt
=

NF∑
i=1

(
df

dt

)WFi
1

NF
(2)

According to the swing equation, when damping is ne-
glected, the active power imbalance caused by the disturbance,
i.e., the magnitude of the disturbance, can be calculated as
[28],

∆Pd =
Hs

fb

df

dt
(3)

where Hs is the system inertia constant and fb is the nominal
frequency of the power system.

B. Operating Conditions of WFs

As shown in Fig. 2, the process of inertial control includes
two stages: 1) over-production stage, in which the WF injects
a certain amount of incremental active power (denoted as
∆PWFi

ref ) to the system and supports the system frequency
recovery, 2) recovery stage, in which the active power outputs
of the WTs in the WF decrease to the MPPT points, in order
to recover the rotor speed of the WTs. The time when the
over-production stage ends is named termination time and
denoted as toff . The power decrease of the ith WF at toff

is denoted as ∆PWFi
off . A larger ∆PWFi

ref means that the WF
can provide more support to system frequency recovery during
over-production stage. However, since the active power outputs
of the WTs return back to the MPPT points during recovery
stage, a larger ∆PWFi

ref may also lead to a larger ∆PWFi
off ,

which causes a severer secondary frequency drop. The relation
between ∆PWFi

off and ∆PWFi
ref of the WF is dependent on the

operating condition of the WF. Therefore, in order to improve
the overall system frequency response after the disturbance, it
is necessary for each WF to calculate its available incremental
power and the relation between ∆PWFi

off and ∆PWFi
ref , and then

send them to the WFC Operator.
1) Available incremental power: For the ith WF, its avail-

able incremental power PWFi
ava can be obtained by,

PWFi
ava =

NT∑
j=1

(
PWFi

max,j − PWFi
e0,j

)
, ∀i ∈ NF (4)

where NT is the number of WTs in this WF, PWFi
max,j and

PWFi
e0,j are the maximum available active power output and the

measured active power output (before the disturbance) of the
jth WT, respectively.

-

+
1

2 s sH D

(1 )

(1 )

m H R

R

K F T s

R T s
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2) Relation between ∆PWFi
off and ∆PWFi

ref : For the jth
WT in the ith WF, the relation between power decrease at
termination ∆PWFi

off,j and ∆PWFi
ref,j can be approximated as,

∆PWFi
off,j = kWFi

j ∆PWFi
ref,j , ∀j ∈ NT (5)

where kWFi
j is the approximation coefficient, and it is derived

as [15],

kWFi
j =

−3kWFi
MPPT,jω

WFi
r0,j toff

2HWFi
w,j

, ∀j ∈ NT (6)

where kWFi
MPPT,j is the coefficient of the MPPT function and is

calculated by mechanical properties of the WT, ωWFi
r0,j , PWFi

e0,j

are the initial rotor speed and the initial active power output
of the WT before the inertial control, respectively, and HWFi

w,j

is the inertia constant of the WT.
Therefore, for the ith WF, the relation between the total

incremental power ∆PWFi
ref and the total power decrease

∆PWFi
off at the termination time can be approximated as,

∆PWFi
off = kWFi∆PWFi

ref , ∀i ∈ NF (7)

where,

kWFi =
1

NT

NT∑
j=1

kWFi
j , ∀i ∈ NF (8)

After the disturbance, the WFs send the initial RoCoF
at their PCCs to the WFC Operator, and the ∆Pd can be
estimated. Meanwhile, PWFi

ava and kWFi will be calculated at
each WF controller and then be sent to the WFC Operator.
With ∆Pd, PWFi

ava , kWFi, the system frequency nadirs after
the disturbance can be predicted and the incremental power of
the WFs can be determined at the WFC Operator.

C. Prediction of System Frequency Nadirs

The system frequency response (SFR) after the disturbance
can be predicted based on the low-order SFR model [29],
which is shown in Fig. 4. With the SFR model, the frequency
response can be expressed as a function of time and active
power outputs of the WFs,

∆f(t,∆P ) = fb

(
1− R

Km+DR

[
1 + αe−ξΩntsin(Ωnt+φ)

])
∆P (9)

where ∆P is the total active power output of all WFs. The
detailed explanation of (9) can be found in [29].
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As can be seen from Fig. 2, the system frequency response
after the disturbance has two nadirs. The first one is caused
by the disturbance, and the second one is caused by the power
decrease of the WFs at the termination time. The expressions
of the frequency excursions at the two nadirs are given as,

∆fn1 = ∆f (tn1,∆Pd + ∆Pref) (10)

∆fn2 = ∆f (tn2,∆Pd + ∆Pref) + ∆f (tn2,∆Poff) (11)

where tn1 and tn2 are the time instants when the two frequency
nadirs appear, respectively, and their values are described
mathematically as the first and second positive value among
the periodic solutions of the partial differential equation
∂∆f/∂t = 0, i.e.,

tn1,n2 =
1

Ωr
tan−1

(
ΩrTR

ξΩnTR − 1

)
(12)

∆Pref and ∆Poff are the total incremental power and
total power decrease at the termination time of the WFs,
respectively, and can be obtained as,

∆Pref =

NF∑
i=1

∆PWFi
ref (13)

∆Poff =

NF∑
i=1

∆PWFi
off =

NF∑
i=1

(
kWFi∆PWFi

ref

)
(14)

D. Determination of Incremental Power of WFs

With the estimated magnitude of the disturbance ∆Pd,
and the values of PWFi

ava , kWFi gathered from the WFs, the
incremental power of the WFs can be determined at the
WFC Operator with the objective of minimizing the frequency
excursions at the frequency nadirs. Calculating the frequency
excursions at the two nadirs is given as (10) and (11). In order
to minimize them, the following two LP problems should be
solved firstly at the WFC Operator.

min ∆fn1

s.t. ∆fn1 ≥ ∆fn2

0 ≤ ∆PWFi
ref ≤ PWFi

ava ∀i ∈ NF

(15)

min ∆fn2

s.t. ∆fn2 ≥ ∆fn1

0 ≤ ∆PWFi
ref ≤ PWFi

ava ∀i ∈ NF

(16)

Let ∆P1 and ∆P2 as the optimal solution sets of the above
two LP problems, respectively. The incremental power of the
WFs ∆Pref = {∆PWFi

ref

∣∣i ∈ NF} should be determined as,

∆Pref =

{
∆P1, if ∆fn2(∆P2) ≥ ∆fn1(∆P1)
∆P2, if ∆fn2(∆P2) < ∆fn1(∆P1)

(17)

The determined incremental power of the WFs will then be
dispatched to each WF controller.

IV. WT/BESS LEVEL ACTIVE POWER OUTPUT
COORDINATION

After receiving ∆PWFi
ref from the WFC Operator, the ith

WF controller determines the optimal incremental power of
each WT/BESS in the WF in order to minimize the over-
deceleration of the WTs’ rotor speed, wind energy loss and
degradation cost of the BESS. It is achieved by solving an
MPC-based optimization problem in a distributed manner
using the ADMM algorithm. In this section, the predictive
model of the WF is firstly introduced. The formulation of the
MPC problem and the ADMM-based solution are presented
afterwards.

A. Predictive Model of WF

It is assumed that the number of WTs of each WF is NT,
and each WF has a BESS to provide additional active power
during the inertial control process. Therefore, the predictive
model of each WF can be expressed as,

∆ẋ = A∆x+ B∆u+ E

∆y = C∆x
(18)

with ∆x =
[
∆x1, . . . ,∆xNT

,∆xE
]T
,∆u =[

∆u1, . . . ,∆uNT
,∆uE

]T
,∆y =

[
∆y1, . . . ,∆yNT

,∆yE
]T

,

A = diag
[
A1, . . .,ANT ,AE

]
B = diag

[
B1, . . .,BNT ,BE

]
C = diag

[
C1, . . .,CNT ,CE

]
E = diag

[
E1, . . .,ENT ,EE

] (19)

The predictive model of each WT is formulated as,

∆ẋj = Aj∆xj + Bj∆uj + Ej

∆yj = Cj∆xj
∀j ∈ NT (20)

with ∆xj = [∆ωr,j ,∆Pe,j ]
T,∆uj = [∆Pref,j ],∆yj =

[∆ωr,j ,∆Pe,j ]
T,

Aj =


Pe0,j − Pm0,j

2Htω2
r0,j

1

2Htωr0,j

0
−1

Tc

 Bj =

 0

−1

Tc



Ej =

Pm0,j − Pe0,j

2Htωr0,j

0

 Cj = [1 1]

(21)

where ωr0,j , Pe0,j , Pm0,j are the initial rotor speed, electrical
power, and mechanical power of the jth WT, respectively, and
Ht is the inertia constant of each WT.

The predictive model of the BESS is,

˙∆xE = AE∆xE + BE∆uE + EE

˙∆yE = CE∆xE

(22)
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with ∆xE = [∆SOC,∆Pe,ESS,∆Pint,∆ID]T,∆uE =
[∆Pref,ESS],∆yE = [∆SOC,∆Pe,ESS]T,

AE =



0 0 0 − 1

Qc

0 − 1

Tf
0

UD

Tf
0 −1 0 0

0 −kp

Ti

ki

Ti
− 1

Ti


BE =


0
0
1
kp

Ti



EE =


−∆I0

D

0
0
0

 CE =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
(23)

where Qc is the capacity of the BESS, UD is the DC-voltage
of the BESS, and Ti, Tf , kp and ki are parameters of the active
power control loop of the BESS.

Based on the continuous model of the WF (18), the discrete
time state space model with sampling time ∆TP can be
expressed as,

∆x(k + 1) = G∆x(k) + Hu(k) + E

∆y(k + 1) = C∆x(k + 1)
(24)

where,

G = eA∆TP ,H =

∫ ∆TP

0

eAτBdτ (25)

B. MPC Problem Formulation

For each WF, the control objectives are: 1) to improve the
minimum rotor speed of all WTs, 2) to minimize the loss of
wind energy, and 3) to minimize the degradation cost caused
by charging and discharging of the BESS during the inertial
control process. The cost functions are presented as follows:

1) Improve the minimum rotor speed. The difference of the
rotor speeds among the WTs is minimized, meaning that all
WTs during the inertial control converge to the same rotor
speed. The cost function of the first objective can be described
by,

NT∑
j=1

Np∑
k=1

‖∆ωr,j(k)−∆ωr,ave(k)‖2 (26)

where ∆ωr,ave is the average rotor speed of all WTs.
2) Minimize the energy loss due to the inertial control. The

loss of captured wind energy of the jth WT caused by the
deceleration of the WT’s rotor is denoted as Eloss,j and it can
be approximated as [27],

Eloss,j =
1

4
ρπR2v3

w,j

R

vw,j

∂Cp,j

∂λj

∣∣∣∣
t=0

Tc∆ωr,j

+
1

12
ρπR2v3

w,j

(
R

vw,j

)2
∂2Cp,j

∂λ2
j

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

Tc∆ω2
r,j

(27)

Therefore, the objective of minimizing Eloss,j of the WTs
is described by,

NT∑
j=1

Np∑
k=1

Eloss,j(k) (28)

3) Minimize the degradation cost of BESS. According to
[30], the ESS degradation cost can be expressed as,

BC =
(P ch

ESS + P dis
ESS)µESSγESSTc

a1[a2(1− SOC0) + a3]ea4TESSER(1− SOCref)
(29)

The parameters in (29) and their typical values can be found
in [30]. Therefore, the objective of minimizing the battery
degradation of the BESS can be described by,

min

Np∑
k=1

‖BC(k)‖2 (30)

Accordingly, the overall cost function is expressed as,

min

NT∑
j=1

Np∑
k=1

‖∆ωr,j(k)−∆ωr,ave(k)‖2 + Eloss,j(k)

+

Np∑
k=1

‖BC(k)‖2
(31)

During the control process, the active power output of each
WT is constrained by the WT generator’s capacity, and the
BESS’s output power should not exceed the charge/discharge
power limit, i.e.,

0 ≤ Pe0,j + ∆Pref,j ≤ Pmax,j , ∀j ∈ NT

−PESS
dischage,max < Pe,ESS + ∆Pref,ESS < PESS

charge,max

(32)

where Pmax,i is the WT generator’s capacity, PESS
charge,max and

PESS
dischage,max are the charge and discharge power limits of the

BESS, respectively.
The total incremental active power reference of the WF

∆Pref is required to track the reference from the WFC
Operator, such that,

NT∑
j=1

∆Pref,j + ∆Pref,ESS = ∆PWFi
ref (33)

The formulated MPC problem (31)-(33) can be transformed
into a standard quadratic-programming (QP) problem. It will
be solved based on ADMM algorithm.

C. ADMM-based Solution Method

The above MPC problem can be solved at the WF controller
using centralized optimization algorithms. However, the num-
ber of WTs in a WF could be large, and the WF controller may
suffer a heavy computational burden. To address this issue, an
ADMM-based solution method is proposed to solve the MPC
problem in a distributed manner. As such, the computational
burden can be shared partly by the WTs and the BESS.
ADMM is an algorithm that firstly decomposes the global
optimization problem into several local sub-problems and then
obtains the solution of the global problem by coordinating the
solutions of the sub-problems. In other words, the ADMM
can solve the global optimization problem locally in parallel,
thus it can significantly improve the computation efficiency
for solving a large-scale optimization problem. For the above
MPC problem, the equality constraint (33) is satisfied by the
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TABLE I
STEPS OF ADMM-BASED SOLUTION METHOD

Step 1 Initialize: Assign 0 to all local, global, and dual variables on
the first iteration, i.e.,

x[1] = 0, z[1] = 0, y[1] = 0

Step 2 Update z: The WF controller minimizes the augmented La-
grangian with global variable z as,
z[r+1] = arg min

z
yT[r](x[r] − z[r+1])

+
ρ[r]

2
‖ (x[r] − z[r+1]) ‖22

s.t. Az = b

Step 3 Update x: After updating z, the WF controller sends the zj
to the jth WT and zBESS to the BESS. Then the WTs/BESS
solve the sub-problems individually in parallel. The augmented
Lagrangian of jth WT is,

LADMM
j = Φj(xj) + IXj

(xj) + y
T[r]
j (xj − z

[r+1]
j )

+
ρ[r]

2
‖ xj − z

[r+1]
j ‖22

xj is updated in each WT/BESS by minimizing LADMM
j , then

the x[r+1]
j can be obtained by,

x
[r+1]
j = min{max{Hj + ρ[r]I−1(gj + y

[r]
i

− ρ[r]z[r+1]), xj}, xj}
Step 4 Update y: For each WT/BESS, with the updated values of

x
[r+1]
j and z[r+1]

j , the y[r+1]
j can be updated by,

y
[r+1]
j = y

[r+1]
j + ρ(x

[r+1]
j − z[r+1]

j )

Step 5 Convergence check: Define the primal residuals as h[r] =
x[r] − z[r] and the dual residuals as j[r] = (z[r] − z[r−1]),
then the iteration will be stopped when

‖ h[r] ‖2≤ εpri ∩ ‖ j[r] ‖2≤ εdual, where εpri and εdual are
constants for the feasibility tolerances of the primal and dual
feasibility conditions, respectively.

WF controller and the decomposed optimization problems and
their corresponding inequality constraints are solved in parallel
in WT/BESS controllers.

To implement the ADMM, the MPC-based optimization
problem can be rewritten in an ADMM form as,

min
x

Φ(x) + IX (x)

s.t. x− z = 0

x ∈ X
Az = b

(34)

where x is the vector of local variables, z is the vector of
global variables, and IX (·) is the indicator function of the
inequality constraints. The argumented Lagrangian can be
expressed as,

LADMM = Φ(x) + IX (x) + yT(x− z) +
ρ

2
‖ x− z ‖22 (35)

where y is the dual variables vector, and ρ > 0 is the
augmented Lagrangian parameter. The steps of the ADMM-
based solution method are listed in Table I.

V. CASE STUDY

The proposed HIC scheme is tested on 5 WFs (denoted as
WF 1∼5) that are integrated into the IEEE 39-bus system
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Fig. 5. Structure of the test system with 5 WFs.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF WT

Symbol Description Value
S Rated apparent power (kVA) 5556

P rated
m Rated mechanical power (kW) 4869.553
ωrated Nominal Speed (rpm) 1485.153
Ht Inertial constant of WT (kg ·m2) 2230
Hg Inertial constant of generator (kg ·m2) 170
Dt damping constant of WT 1.5
Dg damping constant of generator 0.1
Rs Stator Resistance (p.u.) 0.01
Xs Stator Reactance (p.u.) 0.1
Xm Magnetizing reactance (p.u.) 3.5
Rr Rotor resistance (p.u.) 0.056
Xr Rotor reactance (p.u.) 0.031

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF BESS

Symbol Description Value
µESS Capital cost of the BESS ($) 24000
γESS Rated life cycle of the BESS 1000
TESS Temperature of the BESS (◦C) 25
a1 Coefficient of battery life cycle 3291
a2 Coefficient of battery life cycle -4320
a3 Coefficient of battery life cycle 4332
a4 Coefficient of battery life cycle -0.05922
ER Capacity of the BESS (kWh) 5000000
SOC0 Initial SOC level 0.7
SOCref Reference SOC level 1
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Fig. 6. Average wind speed of the WTs in each WF.
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using DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The structure of the test
system is illustrated in Fig. 5. The WFs 1∼5 are integrated into
the system at buses 8, 10, 21, 23, 29, respectively. Each WF
has 50 WTs and a BESS. The WTs in each WF are divided
into 5 groups and each group has a different wind speed profile
which is generated using the four-component wind model [31]
with a different base wind speed value. The average wind
speed of the WTs in each WF is shown in Fig. 6. Each WT
has a capacity of 5 MW, and the BESS has a capacity of 50
MW. Thus each WF has a total capacity of 300 MW. The
parameters of WTs and BESSs are listed in Tables II and III,
respectively. The HIC scheme is implemented as a MATLAB
script and it is connected to the PowerFactory through a co-
simulation framework.

At t=3 s, the disturbance occurs in the power system,
causing a frequency decline. The HIC scheme is activated at
the same time to increase the active power outputs of the WFs
and contribute to system frequency recovery. At t=16 s, the
over-production stage of the HIC ends and the WTs enter the
recovery stage.

To test the performance of WF level coordination of the
proposed HIC, 3 inertial control schemes which are referred
to as Scheme 1-3, respectively, were implemented at each WT
and BESS. Then, the system frequency responses with HIC
and Schemes 1-3 are compared. The 3 schemes are described
as follows,

• Scheme 1 is proposed in [2] as the conventional synthetic
inertial control scheme to make the WTs emulate the
inertia and governor droop of a SG.

• Scheme 2 is proposed in [5] as an inertial control scheme
with the control gains adaptive with the kinetic energy
stored in the WT. The gains of the controller are set
to be proportional to the spatially different levels of
kinetic energy stored in different WTs and they are
decreased with the declining kinetic energy during the
inertial control process. In this way, the stable operation
of the WTs can be ensured.

• Scheme 3 is proposed in [9] as a stepwise inertial control
consisting of four stages. In Stage I, the active power
output of the WT is increased by the incremental power
for a preset time after detecting an event; In Stage II,
the power output is decreased slowly to force the rotor
speed to converge to a stable operating range; In Stage
III and IV, the operating point of the WT is rapidly
recovered to the MPPT point. This control scheme is
designed particularly for WTs in a power system with
high wind penetration level.

The performance of the proposed HIC scheme is affected
by the wind penetration level and disturbance. Therefore, 3
cases were simulated by varying the wind penetration level
and disturbance,

• Case 1: Wind penetration level is 23%, Load 04 increases
by 250 MW at t=3 s.

• Case 2: Wind penetration level is 32%, SG 06 trips at
t=3 s, causing the generation loss of 240 MW.

• Case 3: Wind penetration level is 43%, SG 08 trips at
t=3 s, causing the generation loss of 150 MW.
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Fig. 7. System frequency response with HIC scheme and Schemes 1-3 (a)
Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY NADIRS FOR CASES 1-3

Case 1 (Hz) Case 2 (Hz) Case 3 (Hz)
Nadir 1 Nadir 2 Nadir 1 Nadir 2 Nadir 1 Nadir 2

HIC
Scheme 59.814 59.791 59.806 59.773 59.887 59.856

Scheme 1 59.838 59.723 59.822 59.706 59.909 59.839
Scheme 2 59.759 59.804 59.728 59.810 59.854 59.901
Scheme 3 59.808 59.757 59.781 59.758 59.896 59.854

Besides, to test the performance of the WT/BESS level
coordination of the HIC, a proportional hierarchical inertial
control (PHIC) is built, in which the WF level coordination
is the same as that of HIC, but the incremental power of the
WTs and the BESS in a WF are allocated equally to satisfy
the total incremental power requested by the WFC Operator.
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A. Performance of WF level coordination

The system frequency responses with the proposed HIC
scheme and Schemes 1-3 in Cases 1-3 are compared in
Fig. 7(a)-(c), respectively, and the system frequency excursions
at the two nadirs with different schemes in Cases 1-3 are listed
in Table IV. As the results show, the secondary frequency
drop with Scheme 1 is severe since too much kinetic energy
is released during the over-production stage of the inertial
control process, causing a significant power decrease at the
termination time. Scheme 2 is designed with gains decreasing
with the declining kinetic energy of the WT, thus the active
power output of the WT during over-production is reduced.
Accordingly, the secondary frequency drop with Scheme 2 can
be significantly mitigated compared with Scheme 1. However,
on the other hand, the frequency excursion at Nadir 1 becomes
severer. Scheme 3 can improve both nadirs compared with
Scheme 1 and 2. However, the two nadirs are still not mini-
mized, especially in Cases 1 and 2 when the wind penetration
level is low. With the proposed HIC, the lowest frequency
is improved in each case compared with Schemes 1-3. The
reason is that the WF level coordination is designed with
the prediction of system frequency nadirs, and then the active
power outputs of the WFs are determined with the objective
of minimizing the two nadirs. Accordingly, the lowest system
frequency can be improved, enhancing the frequency stability
of the power system.

B. Performance of WT/BESS level coordination

The rotor speeds of the WTs, wind energy losses and
degradation costs of the WFs with the HIC and PHIC are
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Fig. 10. Wind energy loss with HIC and PHIC.
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Fig. 11. Degradation cost of the BESS of each WF with HIC and PHIC.

compared for Case 1. Fig. 8 shows the minimum rotor speed
among all the WTs in each WF. It can be seen that with the
HIC, the minimum rotor speed in each WF is significantly
improved. To show the advantage of the HIC more clearly, the
rotor speeds of all WTs in WF1 are compared in Fig. 9. Since
the WTs are separated into 5 groups with different wind speed
profiles, the rotor speeds of all WTs with each control scheme
are presented as 5 different curves. Before the disturbance,
the rotor speeds of the two control schemes are the same and
all WTs operate at the MPPT point. After the disturbance,
since the kinetic energy of the rotors of all WTs is released
equally to the power system, the rotor speeds with the PHIC
decrease with a similar ramp. Since the HIC is designed with
the objective of minimizing the over-deceleration of the WTs’
rotor speed, different references of active power output for the
WTs are generated at the WF controller. The WTs with higher
initial rotor speed have more kinetic energy, and they release
more kinetic energy to the power system. Therefore, their rotor
speed decreases faster than the WTs with less kinetic energy.
At the end of the over-production stage, the minimum rotor
speed with the HIC is 0.756 p.u., while the minimum rotor
speed with the PHIC is 0.735 p.u.. Therefore, the HIC can
significantly reduce the over-deceleration of the WTs’ rotor
speed.

The wind energy loss and degradation cost of the BESS
with the HIC and PHIC are compared in Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that, with the HIC
scheme, the wind energy loss can be significantly reduced
(with an average percentage of 27.56%) in each WF. Moreover,
as Fig. 11 shows, the degradation cost of the BESS of each WF
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is also significantly reduced with the HIC. The degradation
cost is associated with the charge/discharge power of the
BESS, thus it is varying in each control period with the HIC
since the active power output of the BESS is periodically
calculated at the WF controller and then updated accordingly.
Different from the HIC, the degradation cost of the BESS with
the PHIC in each control period is constant since the active
power output of the BESS is allocated by the WF controller
as a constant. In summary, with HIC, the wind energy loss of
the WTs and degradation cost of the BESS in each WF can
be reduced due to the coordination of active power outputs
of them. Thus, the operation cost of the WF can be reduced,
which is beneficial for the WF when supporting the system
frequency recovery.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a hierarchical inertial control scheme
for multiple WFs in a power system. Firstly, the active
power outputs of the WFs are optimally determined aiming
at minimizing system frequency excursions at the frequency
nadirs. Then, the active power outputs of the WTs and BESS in
each WF are coordinated to mitigate the over-deceleration of
the WTs’ rotor speed and reduce the operation cost of the WF,
which is achieved by formulating an MPC-based problem and
solving it in a distributed manner using the ADMM algorithm.

Simulation results show that with the proposed HIC scheme,
the system frequency response is improved by achieving a
balance between the two frequency nadirs. Furthermore, the
over-deceleration of the WTs’ rotor is reduced, ensuring the
stable operation of the WTs and reducing the time for WTs’
rotor speed recovery. Finally, simulation results also shown
decreases in the wind energy losses and the degradation costs
of the BESSs in the WFs with the HIC scheme. Accordingly,
the operation costs of the WFs is reduced.
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